Aveyard, Victoria. **Red Queen**. New York: HarperTeen, 2015. 388 p. (Gr. 9 and Up). Mare Barrow lives in a society that divides people into classes based on the color of their blood. When she, a commoner, becomes a hostage within the royal family, even her supernatural powers may not be enough to save her.

Bardugo, Leigh. **Six of Crows**. New York: Holt, 2015. 480p. (Gr. 7 and up). Mysterious and resourceful gang leader Kaz Brekker gathers a crew to pull off a dangerous heist in a world of strange magical powers and dangerously shifting allegiances.

Brockenbrough, Martha. **The Game of Love and Death**. New York: Arthur A. Levine Books, 2015. 329 p. (Grades 9 and up). In 1920, the immortal beings Love and Death choose two infants, a white boy and an African American girl, to play a part in their twisted game. Years later, the two, brought together by fate and their love of music, must choose each other or face death.

Donnelly, Jennifer. **These Shallow Graves**. New York: Delacorte Press, 2015. 487 p. (Grades 9 and up). In 1890 New York, Josephine “Jo” Montfort is a society girl with her future all planned out, which includes marriage to a wealthy family friend. Unlike most girls in her position, Jo longs for more, such as being a reporter like her heroine, Nellie Bly. When her father mysteriously dies, Jo is convinced there’s more to the story and with the help of a handsome reporter, she sets out to discover the truth.

Fitzpatrick, Huntley. **The Boy Most Likely To**. New York: Dial Books, 2015. 432p.(Grades 9-12). My Life Next Door’s Alice Garrett and Tim Mason are back in this companion read. Tim is dealing with his alcoholism by attending AA and living in his best friend Jace’s garage apartment after his dad kicks him out. Living in the Garrett’s garage apartment has made him more aware of just how attracted he is to Jace’s sister, Alice. Tim has got to get his life together if he wants a relationship with Alice so he sets out to get his GED and stay sober. Tim’s life seems to be on the right track until a former one night stand shows up with a baby that Tim thinks looks a lot like him.

Frank, E.R. **Dime**. New York: Atheneum Books for Young Readers 2015. 336 p. (Gr. 9-12). Dime is stuck in a foster home where she’s not really wanted. When she meets “Daddy” and he takes her in, she thinks she’s found someone who really cares for her and a place to belong. But Daddy is running a prostitution ring and he slowly grooms Dime to be one of his girls. As the life starts to wear her down, Dime longs for an escape.

King, A. S. **I Crawl Through It**. New York: Little, Brown Books for Young Readers, 2015. 319p. (Grades 9-12). Four teens must find their own way to cope with grief, trauma, and
anxiety—through invisible helicopters, literal self-swallowing, and more—in this surrealist take on modern adolescence.

Lindstrom, Eric. *Not If I See You First*. New York: Little, Brown and Company, 2015. 320 p. (Grades 8 and up). Parker, a blind, teenaged orphan, has a list of Rules with which she lives. When she decides to try out for the track team, she must learn to face her past and decide if her most important rule—no second chances—still applies.

Matthieu, Jennifer. *Devoted*. New York: Roaring Book Press, 2015. 328 p. (Grades 6 and up). Rachel is growing up with her nine brothers and sisters in Clayton (TX). The family is devoted to one another, to God, and to their church, and Rachel is preparing herself to be a wife and mother. What will happen when her bright nature and inquisitive mind tempt her to reach for more, to look outside the confines of the only world she has ever known?

Meyer, Carolyn. *Anastasia and Her Sisters*. New York: Simon & Schuster, 2015. 308 p. (Grades 6-9). This historical fiction novel brings to life the period of the Russian revolution during World War I, allowing the reader a first person account of the abdication of Tsar Nicholas II through the eyes of his daughter Anastasia.

Oliver, Lauren. *Vanishing Girls*. New York: Harper, 2015. 357 p. (Gr. 9-12). Sisters Dara and Nick were inseparable best friends, but that was before the accident that changed everything. When a local little girl vanishes, the sisters join the search and begin uncovering more than just a missing child, until the evening of Dara's seventeenth birthday when she too goes missing. Believing the two disappearances are connected, Nick digs into her sister's past and finds that truth is what we believe it to be, something that can be twisted and manipulated.


Suma, Nova Ren. *The Walls Around Us*. Chapel Hill, North Carolina: Algonquin Young Readers, 2015. 336p. (Grades 9-12). Since childhood, Orianna and Violet have been best friends. They come from very different backgrounds but share a love for ballet as well as a jealousy for each other’s talents. When a window of opportunity opens for one of the girls to get closer to Julliard while the other is placed in juvenile detention, a third young lady, Amber, also in juvenile detention, has to help the reader sort out exactly what happened on the night Violet was a victim of bullying and Orianna learned how deep jealousy can cut.

Yoon, Nicola. *Everything, Everything*. New York: Delacorte Press, 2015. 320p. (Gr. 9-12). Madeline Whittier lives in a bubble—literally. She is allergic to almost everything in the world and is confined to her house with her mom and her nurse Carla. From her bedroom window, Madeline spots new boy Olly, who becomes the greatest risk she’s ever taken.